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Surfaces, films, interfaces: definitions
Surface: spatial region in correspondence of which the truncation of
a solid (liquid) occurs.
Interface: spatial region in which the contact between two materials
(solids, liquids) takes place.

Films: physical systems characterized by having one physical
dimension greatly smaller than the remaining two.

For surfaces, films, interfaces, the magnetic properties are strongly
intertwinned with structural & morphological characteristics.
Ideal playground for manipulating magnetism via structure/morphology
& support for low-dimensional nanostructures

Surfaces
“Surface” is the volume of the solid close to its truncation in which the
electronic and structural [hence MAGNETIC] properties differ with
respect to the “bulk”.
How does a surface differ from the bulk?

>1 ML

-relaxation, reconstruction

-birth of new electronic states,
-band re-arrangement (shift,
narrowing)

Si(111)-(7X7) Y. L. Wang PRB 70 (2004) 073312
Au(111)
Allmers New J. Phys. 11 (2009) 103049

(a), (b) Calculated STM images for Si(111)-7X7
with bias voltage=−0.57 and −1.5 V, respectively.
The red peaks are about 2 Å above the dark blue
borderlines. The dark greys are areas without spatial
resolution. (c), (d) The experimental
STM images with bias voltage=−0.57 and −1.5 V,
and tunnelling current=0.3 and 0.41 nA,
respectively. The brighter triangles are the faulted
halves of the 7X7 unit cells.

STM measurement of flat Au(111). The
image exhibits the characteristic
herringbone reconstruction. The bright
zigzag lines are the discommensuration
lines that separate the fcc-stacked regions
from the fault hcp-stacked regions

(Ultra)thin films: growth and morphology

(a) Volmer-Weber
(b) Frank-van der Merwe (c) Stranski-Krastanov
(SK: layer-plus-island).
(VW: island formation) (FM: layer-by-layer)

(Ultra)thin films: pseudo vs orthomorphism
Possibility of stabilizing compressed/expanded lattice structures

Ultra-thin films: substrate
potential drives pseudomorphic structure

c/a constant:
Hydrostatic
(e.g. earth’s core, precipitates)

c/a changes:
Biaxial
Films

Shear deformations
can also occur to
accomodate strain

Elastic energy drives relaxation
towards ortho-morphic structure
for larger thickness

(Ultra)thin films: pseudo vs orthomorphism
Fe/Cu3Au(001)
Fe:
bcc 2.87 Å

Cu3Au:
fcc 2.65 Å

Cu

Cu3Au
Bruno PRB 66 (2002) 045402

Phase coexistence in films

Cu/Ru(0001)

1 ML nom cover

2 ML
3 ML

4 ML
3 ML nom cover
C. Gunther et al. PRL 74 (1995) 754

(Ultra)thin films: electronic structure
Out-of-plane confinement induces anisotropic electronic
motion (⇒ band structure), possible QW states

Li PRB 43 (1991) 780

“Film” behaviour converge to “bulk” more or less smoothly with
increasing thickness (see char. length scales)

Experimental techniques
Challenges:
Sensitivity: pick out
• a surface from a bulk (1/109);
• few magnetic atoms from
large background (NM-easy,
M-hard)

Environment:
A reactive surface can be
saturated by contaminants in few
seconds at 1·10-6 mbar residual
gas pressure.
Samples must be fabricated, held
& measured in pressure << 1·10-6
mbar (typ 10-10 to 10-11 mbar)

Quantification: surface & thin film magnetic measurements are
often indirect:
• Depending on the quantity to be measured, quantitative
measurements are sometimes difficult to obtain.
Examples:
Easy: exchange splitting, magnetic anisotropy
Difficult: magnetic moment (magnetization)
The complexity of the “challenges” roughly scales as 1/thickness

Approaches
Bulk-sensitive techniques pushed to
their extreme limit:
-quantitative (typ.) measurements
-sensitivity & background issues
Examples: SQUID, VSM, TOM etc..

Abraham APL 87 (2005) 252502

“Mild” surface sensitivity
little magnetic material onto NM background.
Magnet thickness > probing depth
Typically applied to films:
Examples: linear magneto-optics (MOKE), spin-polarized photoemission,
XMCD (XMLD), SEMPA etc..
“True” surface sensitivity
Achieved by very limited number of techniques
Measurements can be very indirect.
Examples: SP-STM, Nonlinear optics, SP-atom scattering (deexcitation)..

True “surface” sensitivity
Spin-Polarized Scanning
Tunnel Microscopy
STM with magnetic tip (unbalanced
minority & majority states in tip)
Spin valve effect between tip and sample.
STM with magnetic contrast.

Phys. Rev. B 76, 064411.

Wiesendanger, RMP 81 (2009) 1495

Second Harmonic Generation
SHG: Conversion of ω to 2ω radiation by
excitation of the material’s electrons

Tensor χ(2)ijk rules SHG: the
elements of χ(2)ijk are dictated by the
surface symmetry class
Long-range spin order breaks timeinversion symmetry (FM) induces
new non-null elements in χ(2)ijk
Reif, PRL 67 (1991) 2878

R. Vollmer JMMM 198-199 (1999) 611

Mild “surface” sensitivity
SP-electrons (SP-PE, SP-LEED, SEMPA…)
SEMPA

H. Hopster in Ultrathin Magnetic Structures I

Unguris PRL 67 (1991) 140

Zangwill, Physics at surfaces

Magneto-optical Kerr effect
MOKE [Arb. Un.]

MOKE 2 nm Fe/Ag
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Surface Magnetism
The behaviour of magnetic moment
& magnetic ordering in “topmost”
atomic layers of a solid.
Please note: a surface is NOT a
free-standing 2D system!!
Hystorical perspective:
Mermin-Wagner theorem: no
magnetic ordering in 2D isotropic
Heisenberg system at any finite
temperature (PRL 17 (1966) 1133);
Early experiments seemed to
confirm this prediction;
Actually…
Theory and experiment were both
not fully correct…

Onishi PRB 28 (1983) 6741

• Valid only for the isotropic Heisemberg model
• Not valid even for a weak anisotropy
• It states only the non-existence of
spontaneous magnetization

Stoner’s criterion at surfaces
Can surface atoms support magnetism?
Bulk

Hp: transition metals

Surface

Width of the “d” band
decreases for:
-increasing interatomic
distance
- Decrease of NN
Stoner’s criterion

Consequences:
Band narrowing ⇒ enhanced magn.moment
Band narrowing ⇒ FM in bulk-NM materials

Real band structures can be far more complex. Do simple predictions hold?

Surface enhanced magnetism
Surface
7-layer Fe(001) slab
Onishi PRB 28 (1983) 6741

“Bulk”

Surface
“Bulk”
Fe(001): enhancement by 30% of surface magnetic moment

Surface enhanced magnetism
Surface enhancement IS a
general phenomenon (in theory)

Note:
Miller-index
dependence

Surfaces with less nearest
neighbours and lowest
coordination have larger
magnetic moment

General trend: lower coordination,
large magnetic moment

Freeman, JMMM 100 (1991) 497

Example: Fe
Bulk:
2.21 µB
(001) surface 2.97 µB
1D wire
3.3 µB
Free atom
4 µB

Surface enhanced magnetism: experiments
Enhanced magnetism of step atoms

Fe/W(110)
Smooth surface

Roughening by LT
homoepitaxy

Smoothing by
annealing

Quantitative !!

Torsion oscillation magnetometry

Albrecht EPL 20 (1992) 65

Step enhanced magnetism: experiments
Enhanced magnetism of step atoms
Co/Cu(001) films

1.84 µB/atom

Fe/O(1x1)Fe(001): enhanced
magnetic asymmetry at filled layers

1.73 µB/atom

MSHG
Smirnov PRB 54 (1996) R17371

MSHG: enhanced magnetic
asymmetry at half-filled layers
Co/Cu(001)

SPMDS

Deposited Co layers
Jin PRL 80 (1998) 4056

Bisio et al., PRL 83 (1999) 4868
Nyvlt PRL 95 (2005) 127201

Surface magnetism of NM metals
Theoretical predictions for 1ML “X”/Ag(001)
X=3d, 4d, 5d metals

Bulk AF
Bulk FM

Blugel PRL 68 (1992) 851

Notes:
-predictions at T=0K
-lattice constant forced to
substrate
-Long way from theory to exp…

FM in clusters: experiments
Ferromagnetism in clusters
Pd clusters:
Magn. moment associate with (001) facets;
Disappears after O2 contamination (surface)
Rh clusters:
Magn. moment appears in small clusters

clean

O2 contam

Shinohara PRL 91 (2003) 197201

A. J. Cox et al., PRB49, 12295 (1994)

Surface magnetism
Special cases: layered antiferromagnetic films

Chromium: [001]
planes are
ferromagnetic, but AF
stacking

Mn/Fe(001) films: [001]
planes are ferromagnetic,
but AF stacking

www.spmlab.nl

Wiesendanger, RMP 81 (2009) 1495

Magnetic films
We define a “thin magnetic layer” as a “film” if the shrinking of the layer
thickness leads to a change of its magnetic response with resp. to bulk.
This change can be direct or mediated by other thickness-dependent
properties.
Note: a film might behave as a true 2D system (must be evaluated “case
by case” depending upon the specific effect of interest).
Possible characteristic length scales in films:
“Direct” magnetic/electronic effects:
Fermi wavelength: related to quantum-size effects
Exchange length (RKKY, super-exchange, itinerant FM)
Domain-wall width: (Neel vs Bloch DW)
Electron mean free path (transport ⇒ spintronics, finite-size effects)
“Indirect” effects
Strain relaxation;

Magnetic Anisotropy Energy (MAE)
Isotropic

Exchange
interaction

≡

Dipole-dipole interaction & spinorbit coupling break isotropic
behaviour & introduce magnetic
anisotropy

≡

Dependence of the internal energy of a ferromagnet on the
spatial orientation of the magnetization
• Two main contributions:
•Shape anisotropy from dipole-dipole interaction: depends on
macroscopic sample shape.
•Magnetocrystalline anisotropy from spin-orbit coupling: depends on
“local” atomic environment.

Magnetic anisotropy
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy: arising from spin-orbit coupling:
Depends upon: SO coupling constant AND orbital angular momentum
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy
and atomic coordination
Experiment: Isolated or cluster Co atoms
on Pt(111)

Anisotropy typically decreases for increasing
geometric coordination, following the gradual
quenching of orbital angular momentum.
At surfaces, there is an obvious symmetry
breaking (anisotropy) in the direction
PERPENDICULAR to the surface
P. Gambardella et al., Science 300 (2003) 1130

Magnetic anisotropy in films
- Films are flat;
-As long as “local” coordination goes, films have Bulk & Surface (interface)
atoms;
- thickness < exchange length: coherent spin alignment, tot. anisotropy is
weighed sum of “atomic anisotropies”
Shape anisotropy has obvious expression:
Favours in-plane magnetization:
Fe: 1.92 x 107 erg/cm3 (141 µeV/atom)
>> bulk anisotropy (4 µeV/atmo)

θ
θ

However… reduced coordination of surface atoms + symmetry breaking in
out-of-plane direction induce surface contribution to magnetic anisotropy

Spin reorientation: Fe/Ag(001)
Surface anisotropy (arising from symmetry breaking):

Gay PRL 56 (1986) 272

Heinrich PRL 59 (1987) 1756

Negative Ks ⇒ out-of-plane easy axis: Fe 380 µeV/atom (theor.)

Surface: energy
density scales as 1/t

Bulk: energy density
constant vs thickness

Total energy density:

Switching of easy
axis from out-ofplane to in-plane

Fe/Ag(001)

Spin reorientation
transition (SRT)
Qiu PRL 70 (1993) 1006

Unconventional SRT: Ni/Cu(001)
t>56 ML:
in-plane

7<t<56 ML:
out-of-plane

t< 7ML:
in-plane

Surface anisotropy:
Ks =77 µeV/atom ⇒ in-plane
Shape anisotropy:
Kv =12 µeV/atom ⇒ in-plane

Schultz PRB 50 (1994) 13467

Magnetoelastic anisotropy:
Thin films are biaxially strained ⇒
uniaxial anisotropy of BULK type
Kv~-30 µeV/atom ⇒ out-of-plane
Until stress is relieved

Anisotropy manipulation in films
Anisotropy vs film morphology:
Example: Fe/Ag(001) films
beyond the SRT (in-plane M)
Rule of thumb: symmetry of
MAE ≡ local atomic symmetry
Bulk Fe

(001) terrace

Surface step

(010)

(100)
Kawakami PRL 77 (1996) 2570
Wu PRB 65 (2002) 184419
Bisio PRB 75 (2007) 054407

bulk>surf

Surf>bulk

Anisotropy manipulation: Fe/Ag(001)
Anisotropy mixing in nanopatterned films

Thick films:
Biaxial MAE Kc determined by
bulk/surface balance.
“Thick” films: bulk dominates

Stepped films:
•Introduction of steps;
•Decrease of film thickness (bulk);
•Roughly const. surface;

Bulk/surface
balance: only
steps remain

MAE in stepped Fe/Ag(001) films
~6nm Fe/Ag(001), T=350 K

8.6 MLE

4.2 MLE

10.4 MLE

5.5 MLE
12.7 MLE
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F. Bisio, APL 89 (2006) 052507

Critical thickness:
perfect balance
between Kb and Ks:
MAE becomes purely
uniaxial

Epitaxially metastable films
Very low thickness:
pseudomorphism

possibility of stabilizing at
LT new crystal phases

Fe: bcc @ T<912°C, fcc @ T>912 °C (but.. TCurie=770°C)

In thin films strain is biaxial,
hence c/a≠1

Cu

Moruzzi PRB39 (1989) 6957

Cu3Au

Marcus PRB60 (1999) 369

Reality: Fe/Cu(001) is structurally complex
Several t-dependent recontructions observed

Case study: Fe/Cu(001)
Early findings
3 “phases”:
1: Magn. signal ∝ t
2: constant vs t
3: Magn. signal ∝ t
SRT between 2-3

Li PRL72 (1994) 3112

Thomassen PRL 69 (1992) 3831

Phase 1: FM but fcc or bcc?
Phase 2: AF fct (face-centred tetragonal)
Phase 3: FM bcc: SRT is driven by structural relaxation

Case study: Fe/Cu(001)
Later works
Phase 1: a distorted bcc??

Biedermann PRL 87 (2001) 086103

Surface Structure of Ultrathin Fe Films on Cu(001) Revisited
Bernhard PRL 95, 087601 (2005)
Stability of the nanomartensitic phase in ultrathin Fe films on
Cu(100)
Biedermann PRB 80, 235403 (2009)

Current opinion..

Spin-block structures
Meyerheim PRL 103 (2009) 267202
See also D. Qian et al., PRL87, 227204(2001)

Critical behaviour in films
Statistical mechanics: magnetization is the “order parameter” for the FM
phase.
Order parameter in bulk samples is nonzero below a critical temperature
(Curie temperature, TC)
Critical exponents: the order parameter or other thermodynamic quantities
exhibit a power-law dependence on temperature near the critical point
The variation of magnetization with T in proximity of the critical point reads:

Universality: the thermodynamic properties of a system near a phase
transition depend only on a small number of features, such as
dimensionality and symmetry, and are insensitive to the underlying
microscopic properties of the system.
Different universality classes are characterized by different critical
exponents.

Critical behaviour in films
Bulk materials:
Predictions:
Weiss:
β=0.5
3D Heisenberg: β=0.365
3D Ising
β=0.325

Observations
Fe: TC=1043 K, β=0.34±0.02
Ni: TC=630 K, β=0.38±0.04

Critical behaviour in 2 dimensions?

Mermin, Wagner PRL 17 (1966) 1133

No magnetic ordering @T≠0 in systems
with ISOTROPIC Heisenberg Hamiltonian
BUT…
The presence of uniaxial anisotropy K in
Heis. H changes the system’s universality
class and allows 2D magnetism to be
observed, no matter how small K
Bander PRB 38 (1998) R12015

Fe/W(110)

β=0.13
Ising 2D

Back Nature 478 (1995) 597

Dimensionality crossover
For which thickness does a film behave as a “truly” 2-dimensional system?
Ni/W(110)

Ni/Cu(001)

Li PRL 68 (1992) 1208

TC smoothly increases with thickness,
approaching bulk values for t→∞

Bander PRB 38 (1998) R12015

Notable exception, Gd/W films
Huang PRB 49 (1994) 3962

Morphology-magnetism correlation
Effect of growth mode/morphology of ultrathin films on magnetism

Fe/MgO: superparamagnetism
due to dewetting
Park PRB 52 (1995) 12779

Co/Cu(001): sudden increase
of TC at Co-island coalescence
Bovensiepen JMMM 192 (1999) L386

Adsorbates

Quenching of step-induced
anisotropy by adsorbates

Mireles JAP 93 (2003) 7139

Enhancing of step-induced
anisotropy by adsorbates

Bisio PRB 75 (2007) 220405(R)

Interfaces
Interface: spatial region in which the contact between two materials
(solids, liquids) takes place.
Typical cases:
-non-magnetic capping of magnetic films (FM or AF). Physical
(interlayer coupling) or technological motivation (e.g. corrosion
shield);
-Magnetic capping of magnetic material: FM/FM (e.g. exchange
spring), FM/AF (e.g. echange bias).
Basic component of multilayer structures
Experimental challenge: direct investigation of interfaces is even more
demanding than true surface sensitivity.
Common practice: address the effect of interface on magnetic
behaviour of whole system.

Interfaces: proximity and polarization
Variation in the magnetic properties of a layer (FM, AF, NM) due to its
growth onto a magnetic substrate.
Most interesting effects: AF/FM or NM/FM
Fe/Pd multilayers

V/Fe films

Fuchs PRB 53 (1996) 9123
J. Vogel et al., PRB55, 3663 (1997)

Vega PRB 48 (1993) 985

Interfaces: Exchange bias
Arising from contact between FM and AFM materials
GMR heads: EB-pinned layer

M

M

exchange-bias

H

H

Shift of hysteresis loop along H axis after field
cooling in external field: unidirectional anisotropy

Energetics depends on AF/FM interface morphology

